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Are you an immigrant who feels like no one around you understands the daily challenges you
face?Do you ever wonder why so many immigrants reach a massive level of success, despite
being faced with enormous challenges?Are you someone who wants to learn how to better turn
your perceived short-comings into your greatest advantages?In this inspiring and action-packed
book, you will follow Pedro's incredible immigrant journey, as well as learn about the 8 key
principles that immigrants use to reach the American Dream.In I Wish Everyone Was an
Immigrant you will find:-The 8 Key Principles that have helped immigrants succeed in the United
States.-Pedro's and his mother's immigration journey, including how he built a successful
business, landed his dream job and published his first book all before the age of 20.-The #1
edge that all immigrants have, and how to leverage it in your own journey even if your not an
immigrant.I Wish Everyone Was an Immigrant equips immigrants with the self-awareness to
understand their own blessings, and non-immigrants the incites into the group that continues to
make the country of the United States amazing.



Copyright © 2018 Pedro Mattos. All rights reserved.No part of this publication may be
reproduced, distributed, or transmitted in any form or by any means, including photocopying,
recording, or other electronic or mechanical methods, without the prior written permission of the
publisher, except in the case of brief quotations embodied in reviews and certain other non-
commercial uses permitted by copyright law.I would like to dedicate this book to the following
people:Mom: You both are the reason why I wrote this book. Mom, your sacrifices allowed me to
live the life of my dreams. You are my superhero.Colleen: Thank you for being my biggest
supporter, editor, and best-friend. There is no way I would have accomplished the feat of writing
this book without you.The Self Publishing School Team: You all changed my life completely. I
honestly could not be more grateful for all of the opportunities that you have given me. Can’t wait
to continue to impact lives with you guys. The best is yet to come!NOW IT’S YOUR
TURNDiscover the EXACT 3-step blueprint you need to become a bestselling author in 3
months.Self-Publishing School helped me, and now I want them to help you with this FREE
WEBINAR!Even if you’re busy, bad at writing, or don’t know where to start, you CAN write a
bestseller and build your best life.With tools and experience across a variety niches and
professions, Self-Publishing School is the only resource you need to take your book to the finish
line!DON’T WAITWatch this FREE WEBINAR now, and Say “YES” to becoming a
bestseller:Table of ContentsIntroduction1 Delayed Gratification2 Putting others first3 Work4
Always be Positive5 Be Unrealistic6 Take Risks7 Don’t Listen to Rejection8
GratitudeConclusionIntroductionThe Immigrant HustleMy mentor, Kami, and I had been working
on this house for about two weeks.I was at the tail end of running a successful painting business
after my freshman year at the University of Massachusetts, and, by that point, all I wanted to do
was collect my final check and never touch a paint brush again.It was a Sunday, and Kami had
to leave early in order to make it to catch a flight back to her home in Michigan. I was alone and
tasked with putting the finishing touches on one of my last projects of the summer. Lucky for me,
working on Sundays was no strange task. In fact, I don’t think I had taken a single day off from
building my business.I have always been labeled a “hustler.” I have never been the smartest nor
the most talented, but what I do have is an inner drive that pushes me to put in more hours than
others.I like to call that trait “the immigrant hustle.” All of us who have made the move to a new
country have it, and it is present in our daily actions as we strive to pursue our own version of the
American Dream.* * *It was January 2005, and I was six years old. My mother told me that we
were moving our comfortable lives from Belem, Brazil, to start fresh in Orange, Massachusetts. I
was extremely confused; nothing was broken, so why fix it?We lived on the third floor of a
beautiful high-rise. This place had everything six-year-old Pedro could possibly want. There was
a soccer court in the backyard, two pools, plenty of space to play hide-and-seek, and best of all,
five of my closest friends were just an elevator ride away. I loved my life, and I saw no reason why
it had to change. Unfortunately, no crying or arguing would change my mom’s mind.On June 19,
2005, I said goodbye to my family and friends and embarked on a journey that would officially
kick off my life as an immigrant. My mindset started to change when I realized all the possibilities



that came with the move. I started to think about finding a soccer team. Sports have always been
an escape for me. They were something I could pour my all into and forget about the world
outside. I could see myself becoming the best soccer player in the United States. Whether or not
that was realistic, it gave me something tangible to strive for. I knew there were going to be
challenges, but I was ready to face them head-on and eventually come out on top.There were
many ups and downs for our family in the first year and every year after (details coming soon),
but what I know now as a wise 20-year-old is that many of the challenges that my family and I
faced are shared by millions of folks who have chosen to take the immigrant path as well.Ever
feel misunderstood because your accent was just “too strong”?Ever get laughed at for eating
food in a way that is not common to those around you? (I still think that the Americans are the
weird ones for not putting ketchup on pizza!)Ever cry on the phone while talking to a sibling or
parent, not knowing if you are ever going to see them again?Ever feel so distant from the world
outside of your four walls that, even if you tried, you don’t think you will ever be accepted by
those around you?Ever take a job that you are overqualified for because laws and regulations
won’t allow you to practice your trained occupation?Ever sit around and dream about having one
meal that you know won’t taste right unless you are in your native home?Ever feel like you just
need to go back home?I know you do. Trust me, I do too. I could go on forever about specific
pains that relate only to us immigrants.But I could also go on forever about all the lessons that
we have learned and how we can use those lessons to achieve any goal that we set.. I believe
immigrants are modern-day superheroes equipped with powers that can never be taken away
from us once they are obtained.Don’t believe me? Just take a look at this list of people that have
utilized their immigrant superpowers to accomplish incredible things:Steve Jobs – CEO/Founder
of Apple Inc.Elon Musk – CEO/Founder of Tesla / SpaceXSteve Chen – YouTubeSean Rad –
TinderSergey Brin – GoogleTravis Kalanick – UberJan Koum – WhatsAppMax Levchin –
PayPalMike Kreiger – InstagramArash Ferdowsi – DropboxAndrew Grove – IntelPhil Libin –
EvernotePierre Omdiyar – eBayJerry Yang – YahooSanjey Mehtora – SanDiskAndrew Viterbi –
QualcommRay Kroc – McDonald’sWilliam Colgate – ColgateTomer London – GustoPatrick
Collison – StripeRagy Thomas – SprinklrChristian Gheorghe – TidemarkRenaud Visage –
EventbriteIgor Sikorsky – The first successful American helicopterCharles Wang – Computer
AssociatesAdam Neumann – WeWorkNine of our Founding FathersNigel Morris – Capital One
Financial ServicesAlexander Graham Bell – AT&TWilliam Russell Grace – W.R. Grace &
CompanyJohn W. Nordstrom – NordstromHelena Rubinstein – Helena Rubinstein,
IncorporatedMarcelo Claure – BrightstarDaniel Aaron – Comcast Television CompanyGary
Vaynerchuk – VaynerMediaRenaud Laplanche – Lending ClubMarcus Goldman & Samuel
Sachs – Goldman SachsDhiraj Rajaram – Mu Sigma Inc.Noubar Afeyan – Joule
UnlimitedWilliam Procter – Procter & Gamble Co.Mario Schlosser – Oscar HealthJohn Collison –
StripeTien Tzou – ZuoraElizabeth Arden – Elizabeth Arden, Inc.Ayah Bdeir – littleBitsLiz
Claiborne – Liz Claiborne, Inc.Charles Pfizer – PfizerWilliam Mow – Bugle Boy IndustriesK.R.
Sridhar – Bloom EnergyBen Huh – CheezburgerJames L. Kraft – KraftAndy Bechtolsheim &



Vinod Khosla – Sun MicrosystemsPeter Weijmarshausen – ShapewaysMaxwell Kohl –
Kohl’sMichelle Zatlyn – CloudflareNathan Cummings – Sara LeeKevork Hovnanian – Hovnanian
EnterprisesPhil Jaber – Philz CoffeeIqram Magdon-Ismail – VenmoJeong Kim – Yurie
SystemsE.I Du Pont – DuPontAndrew Carnegie – Carnegie Steel CompanyJames Gamble –
Procter & Gamble Co.Beto Perez – Founder of ZumbaAlexander Asseily – JawboneChamath
Palihapitiya – Social CapitalArianna Huffington – The Huffington PostRead more about these
immigrant superheroes atThese people have built incredible companies, created millions of
jobs, added billions of dollars to the American economy. They all started with one thing: a dream
and life experiences that gave them the edge that they needed to make a great impact.I believe
there is an extra gear inside the brains of all of these immigrants. Because of our similar
challenges, I think we come out on the other side having learned lessons and skills, that, if
utilized, can drastically increase our chances of getting what we want out of life. This extra gear
allows immigrants to willingly take risks and endure years of patience. I like to frame it as our
“unfair advantage,” and, in this book, I will lay out eight lessons that ALL immigrants have
learned by going through the common challenges that come with trying to establish oneself in a
new country.My goal in sharing these eight lessons is to remind YOU that, even though you
might be struggling immensely right now, or thinking about calling it quits and packing your bags
to go back home, it will all be worth it in the end because you are becoming a person that will
have an unfair advantage in every aspect of life.Being an immigrant is a blessing! Always
remember that!A MessageNow, at this point, you might be thinking, “Okay, it would make sense
if someone like Andrew Carnegie, one of the world’s wealthiest men of all time, wrote this book,
but who are you? Are you a successful entrepreneur? Have you achieved everything that you
want out of life? Are you really even an immigrant?”First of all, yes. I am an immigrant.Second of
all, no. I am not a successful entrepreneur. I have not yet achieved everything that I want out of
life (which would be weird if I had, because I am only 20 years old at the time of this writing).Who
am I, you ask? The answer to that question can go a few different ways. I would say that,
depending on who you compare me to and in what area of life, I am both extremely successful,
having accomplished great feats, and considered an epic failure, with no direction or sense of
reality. Both of the above statements about me are correct, and I would say that this is true for
you as well. We are all successes and failures in life. The question really becomes “compared to
what?”I am not writing this book with a sense of authority. I don’t see myself as “Zen-like” or one
that has the secret key which, if used, can open the door to all things successful. What I am,
however (and I think that this is more important than any amount of wealth that I could
accumulate), is fulfilled.I can honestly say that I have been on a great streak of waking up every
day and feeling blessed with the life that I have been given, and in that sense, I think that I am a
successful man.My fulfillment did not happen overnight, and that is the reason I am writing this
book. I can attribute that success to the eight lessons that I could only have learned by living my
life: the life of an immigrant. My hope is that at least one person will change the way that they
think about their lives and find peace and fulfillment as well.One of the reasons that I felt the



responsibility to write this book is I know of one person who absolutely needs to read it. That
person is my mother.Let me explain:When most people think of the typical “coming to America
story,” they usually think of someone escaping poverty, fleeing from a war zone, or any other
multitude of extremely tragic scenarios. My mother’s story doesn’t fall under any of those
scenarios. In fact, my mother lived quite a comfortable life as a pediatrician in Brazil. We had
maids and a cook. My mother had a car (which is an extreme luxury in Brazil) and a nice
apartment near downtown Belem. I was going to a respected Catholic school, and life seemed to
be going as well as it could have been.My mother, however, wanted to ensure that my sister and
I were set up in an environment that had an endless number of possibilities. The education
system, the safety, the relatively stable government and economy of America were all great
selling points for my mother. Those, along with the fact that she had met my stepfather, who
happened to be an American, led to the ultimate decision to make the move.
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Scott B. Allan, “8 Strategies That can Change Everything You Ever Believed In!. The author has
a solid book here with 8 strategies that cover critical topics such as: Putting Others First,
Delaying Gratification, Working Hard, Be Unrealistic, Be Positive, Take Risks, Don't Listen to
Rejection, and Gratitude.This book is very inspiring and the steps are practical for inspiring
entrepreneurs and people looking to make a difference in the circumstances they have been
handed.In "I Wish Everyone Was an Immigrant" you will find:+ The 8 Key Principles that have
helped immigrants succeed in the United States.+ Pedro's and his mother's immigration journey,
including how he built a successful business, landed his dream job and published his first book
all before the age of 20.+ The #1 edge that all immigrants have, and how to leverage it in your
own journey even if you're not an immigrant.+ Overcome limiting beliefs and doing versus talking.
+ Use rejection to your advantage.Pedro's book is a great motivational piece that can put you in
the pilot's seat of your life if you allow it. Why? It is a book based on practical strategies and
lessons that, when implemented, can move the needle on your life no matter where you are at or
where you are from or where you came from. The book makes you believe that anything is
possible. In a world with too much cynicism and empty promises, it is good to read a book that
promises to deliver.A definite good read and highly recommended!”

Liz MB, “Inspirational words and advice that will benefit everyone, whether or not you are an
immigrant. Pedro Mattos has written a gem. His book illustrates what I have known for many
years. There are quite a few immigrants in my life and it's true, the immigrant hustle is a real
thing. I have seen that hustle mindset of sacrifice, hard work and delaying gratification
accomplish so much in the lives of people that I know. Pedro lays out eight strategies for getting
what you want in life that can be implemented by anyone. If you are someone with dreams to
fulfill, an entrepreneur or a person who wants a better life for yourself and your family, these
strategies will work for you. He gives so much credit to his mother who made the decision to
uproot her family and come to the United States. He talks about her bravery and sacrifice and
how she is still in that state of delayed gratification. But he has taken a journey with the example
learned from mom when he was a child and run with them. Starting from a little kid he put in the
work and he has done more than most twenty-somethings that we all know. Working hard,
delaying gratification, being positive, and living a life of gratitude are just some of the principles
we learn in Pedro's book. He takes us on his journey and illustrates his points with honesty and
humor. Everyone should read this book.”

Jarryd Chambers, “8 very strong strategies that can help you strive to be a better individual. The
author talks about 8 different strategies that he has implemented in his life. The strategies are
clear, powerful and helpful. The author talks about the challenges of migrating to another country
and how it effected not just himself put his whole family.Some topics that the author talks you



through are:• Putting Others First• Delaying Gratification• Working Hard• Be Positive• Take
Risks• Don't Listen to Rejection• GratitudeThis is the story of an immigrant, and it shows you
how difficult it can be turning your life upside down and starting a new life on the other side of the
world. This being said I feel this book should be read by everyone as the overall ideology behind
this book, is something everybody can learn from.”

Hahna, “Truly an inspiring read!. The author covers eight lessons that will resonate with any
entrepreneur, hustler, and anyone in pursuit of their dream. He also touches upon the
importance of delayed gratification and making sacrifices to achieve a better outcome, like his
mother moving their family to the U.S. in order to provide a better life for them. Whether or not
you’re an immigrant, there are key takeaways for everyone in this book. Truly an inspiring read!”

CK, “A story to inspire you to get out of your comfort zone and go after what you want. This is a
book that surprised me in a positive way. I found myself wrapped up in the excitement and
discovery that the author went through as he made dramatic changes in his life. At the same
time, I found his reflections inspiring and also amazing, considering the author's young age.
Finally, I think the book is so compelling and touching because he wrote it primarily to inspire his
mother, who moved to the United States, to the unknown, even though she "had it made" in her
home country. This is a story of courage but also a story to inspire you to get out of your comfort
zone and go after what you want. Five stars!”

Rose, “Great book for ANYONE - not just immigrants. The author did a great job detailing his
own experiences as an immigrant and how you can use that and the unique skills acquired BY
being an immigrant to find your own path to success. Loved it!Impressive read. Very honest,
inspirational, and encouraging for anyone who reads. Highly recommend!”

Marcy Pusey, “Great Motivational read!. This is such a great motivational read on not only the
inspiring immigrant drive, but on drive in general. How to use your risk and mi date and discipline
to do what seems impossible. This is a quick and easy read as well. Worth sharing with your
friends! Especially people really contemplating what to do with their lives or feeling trapped by
external forces.”

Karen Briscoe, “Inspiration and information that transforms lives!. I had the pleasure to meet
Pedro at the Hal Elrod Best Year Ever Blueprint event in San Diego and am impressed by his
story. Truly inspiration and information that transforms lives! Here's to your success! Karen
Briscoe, author and podcast host "5 Minute Success"”

Michael Lachance, “The author is wise beyond his years. The author has a gift for storytelling,
and this book contains incredibly valuable information when it comes to personal development
and success. The theme of this book is from an immigrants perspective, but truly, the eight



lessons contained herein speak volumes to those who seek to improve their professional or
personal situation. Pedro is young, but his insights prove that he is wise beyond his years. This is
a wonderful book that I encourage anyone who values perspective to read.This is an easy to
read book with lots of wisdom, spots of humour, and sprinkled with the authors personal stories.”

Dary Lobo, “Corajosa narrativa de um jovem sonhador!. Livro com trajetória realista de um
emigrante e suas expectativas, sonhos, encorajador para os jovens. Muito bom.”

The book by Pedro Mattos has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 29 people have provided feedback.
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